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April 12, 2017
To Whom It May Concern:
It is with great pleasure we recommend Clayton King for any position in your organization.
We had the opportunity to work with Mr. King for several years while he was employed at The Continuum
Company in Austin, Texas. During that time, he was responsible for – among many things – the production
and execution of the Continuum Systems Users Group Association international conference which was
attended by over 1,000 customer attendees from around the world, as well as a concurrent Executive Briefing
session held for C-level attendees from the top insurance companies worldwide. Our company, Tramex
Travel, served as the travel agency of record for the conference and handled hotel contract negotiations as
well as onsite support during the event. The conference was challenging and difficult to organize as the agenda
included more than 18 concurrent sessions in six timeslots throughout the day. Tramex also orchestrated
housing and travel for conference attendees, and thus worked very closely with Mr. King and his team. His
mastery, expertise and professionalism made dealing with hundreds of moving parts and dozens of interested
executives’ personalities and demands a more streamlined and productive effort for everyone involved.
The Continuum Company was sold to a larger organization, and we had the opportunity to hire Mr. King as
Tramex Travel’s Director of Marketing. For the next decade, he was responsible for internal and external
communications, as well as all marketing efforts. Because he was accustomed to wearing multiple hats, Mr.
King was also heavily involved with software and hardware troubleshooting, as well as internal software
training in Microsoft Office for our 64 employees. He shepherded our introduction to the Internet and all the
changes it forced on the travel industry.
As part of the executive management team he became an invaluable councilor and right arm to us as owners.
Mr. King was largely responsible for helping Tramex rebound and recover from serious challenges brought
on by the Austin “DotCom” bust, 911 and a series of other challenges our company faced in the late 1990s and
early 2000s. With his work and assistance during his tenure, Tramex was able to recover from $14 million in
lost business over that time period.
Mr. King’s strengths are many, but we would have to put flexibility and creativity at the lead. His knowledge of
creative tools such as Adobe’s Creative Suite, Photoshop in particular, as well as Corel applications is legendary.
He is an indefatigable team member willing to jump in and lend a hand wherever needed. He is intelligent,
witty and gets along well with everyone on the team. He is a strong and patient negotiator, and we must say
that we greatly appreciated his loyalty and friendship.
Should you care to discuss how Mr. King may fit into your organization, please feel free to contact us. Meanwhile, we strongly recommend him to you.
Sincerely,
Juan Portillo
Past President

Margo Portillo
Past Executive Vice President
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7 September 2016
Dear Prospective Employer,
I am very pleased to write this letter of recommendation on behalf of Mr. Clayton P. King. Please allow
me to introduce myself and my background that allows me to comment on this candidate. I am a
Licensed Psychologist and a Full Time Instructor in the Department of Psychology at the University of
South Carolina. I was previously the Director of Training of the American Psychological Association
Accredited Pre-doctoral Psychology Internship Program and a Chief Psychologist on the staff of the
Counseling and Human Development Center (CHDC) and participated in numerous recruiting efforts and
hiring decisions. Aside from my current university position, I also served 11 years on the Board of
Examiners for Psychologists in South Carolina, am a member of both the South Carolina Psychological
Association and the Association of State and Provincial Psychology Boards, and have been in Private
Practice since 1996. As a counseling psychologist, I am trained in vocational counseling in addition to
traditional psychotherapy and assessment of individuals.
I have known Clayton King very well for over 5 years and we have contact on a weekly basis.
Additionally, I have known him in a variety of contexts: as a friend, business owner, advocate and
activist, benefactor to the arts, organizer of benefits, community leader, book editor, guest speaker in
my classes, IT expert and consultant, handyman, artist, singer, musician, and actor. I never cease to be
amazed at the things he is capable of accomplishing. Clayton is the quintessential Renaissance man. A
perusal of his resume reflects his many talents and abilities and the wide variety of settings in which he
has been successful.
I believe Clayton King’s strengths are his initiative, resourcefulness, persistence, organizational abilities,
and attention to detail. In short, he is the person you want to hand a problem to because he will find a
parsimonious and creative solution. Clayton is always even-tempered, clear thinking, diplomatic,
personable, and well-spoken. I have never known Clayton to not be calm, thoughtful, and kind in his
handling of even the most difficult situations or people. I have never seen him react impulsively or
unrestrained. He is the person you want on your side because you know he will be loyal and a team
player. Finally, even when you disagree with him, Clayton is always fair and reasonable—he will listen to
your side carefully and let you know when your points have swayed him.
Because of the work I do, I tend to hang out with very bright, psychologically-sophisticated individuals.
Clayton holds his own with the very brightest minds I know. His natural curiosity makes him likeable and
interested in many things. I just like how he thinks and will often consult him with something that is
puzzling me and I can count on Clayton to give me something to think about afterwards.
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I hope that you will give serious consideration to Clayton King’s application and offer him an interview; I
can assure you that you will not regret your time spent with him. Clayton King will make an excellent
employee who is capable of any task put in front of him. In short, I highly recommend Clayton P. King
without reservation.
Please do not hesitate to contact me if you would like further information.
Respectfully,

____________________________________
Rhea A. Merck, Ph.D., Licensed Psychologist
dr.rheamerck@gmail.com

MIMS CAVE RUST
315 Black Friars Road
Columbia, SC 29209
803 776-1201

1 September, 2017
To Whom It May Concern:
RE: Clayton P. King
I have been asked to provide an employment reference for Clayton King and I am honored to comply.
My primary work association with Clayton has been through special events for non-profits and shared
responsibilities on civic boards. I have found him to be committed, focused and valuable in all endeavors. His
organizational and marketing skills have been invaluable in these ventures as has been his passionate devotion
to improving the community in which we live. At all times I have found him to be reliable, punctual, and
creative in his approach to the issues. He has been a proven leader and has been inspiring to those with whom
he has associated.
My initial interactions with Clayton were in his retail business in which I have been most impressed with the
customer service delivered, as well as with the level of communication with the customer base and the quality
of the marketing products.
I feel that Clayton would be a tremendous asset to any organization seeking someone with advanced marketing
and leadership skills with a proven track record for producing quality outcomes from his participation.
Should you need any further information which I may provide, please do not hesitate to contact me.
Sincerely,

Mims Cave Rust

